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		These proceedings focus on various aspects of computer science and its applications, thus providing an opportunity for academic and industry professionals to discuss the latest issues and progress in this and related areas. The book includes theory and applications alike.
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Professional Ubuntu Mobile Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Ubuntu Mobile is quickly being adopted by mobile device manufacturers and provides Web browsing, e-mail, media, camera, VoIP, instant messaging, GPS, blogging, digital TV, games, contacts, dates/calendar, and simple software updates on every mobile device. As the first book on Ubuntu Mobile, this resource is authored by one of the top experts...
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Efficient Secure Two-Party Protocols: Techniques and Constructions (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	The authors present a comprehensive study of efficient protocols and techniques for secure two-party computation – both general constructions that can be used to securely compute any functionality, and protocols for specific problems of interest. The book focuses on techniques for constructing efficient protocols and proving them...
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Off the Cuff: What to Say at a Moment's NoticeCareer Press, 2004
Impromptu speaking requires both timing and tact. With practice, spontaneity and the confidence the ability to make planned remarks seem ad-libbed and conversational can be learned. This book is a comprehensive approach to speaking for all occasions, and a guide to knowing what to say, when to say it, and how to say it right. It will teach you how...
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Abdominal Organ Retrieval and Transplantation Bench SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Provides transplant professionals with a step-wise approach to abdominal organ retrieval and bench surgery, illustrating complex anatomical situations and providing practice points and decision algorithms. A go-to reference for transplant surgeons, trainees and fellows, as well as for other professionals involved in abdominal organ...
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Buliding N1™ Grid Solutions Preparing, Architecting, and Implementing Service-Centric Data Centers (Official Sun Microsystems Resource)Prentice Hall, 2004
The N1 Grid is Sun's vision, strategy, and architecture—and a set of products—that redefine the nature of data center computing. The N1 Grid architecture uses the network, physically and logically, as its fundamental organizing principle.

This book enables the reader to implement service-centric data center solutions through...
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Gradle Effective Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Gradle is the next-generation build automation. Not only does Gradle

	use convention over configuration to provide good defaults, it is also adaptable for

	use in every situation you encounter in daily development. Build logic is described

	with a powerful DSL and empowers developers to create reusable and maintainable

	build...
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